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AUSPICIOUS HOUSE
Increasing your health and prosperity with Feng Shui

FENG SHUI YOUR LIVING ROOM
FOR BETTER quality of living
The next room you enter in a house is
usually the living room. This room
determines the energy of the house. Most
modern families concentrate their activities
here: receiving guests, watching TVs,
reading, playing, listening to music to
displaying work of arts, family portraits, and
collectibles. It becomes the shrine of the
house, the source of display items and pride
for each family to entertain their guests and
mark the uniqueness and achievements of
family members. Therein lies the significance
of this room to your family’s well being.
Below are some practical guides to get your
living room works for a better quality of life!

1. be vibrant! living to
your fullest !
With many space constraints and budget
limitations, living room should be your main
priority. Why? Because if you place your
living room in a good position in the house
and arrange it correctly, this will determine
the wealth you are receiving for the house.
According to the flying star Feng Shui, good
water star activation correlates to your
wealth quality. And what better way to
activate your water stars than with the
televisions, audio and hifi sets combined
with some water features on the living room
coﬀee table! You can also use your fan as
good energy trig ger when you put it
correctly.
But most importantly, living room serves as
the best wealth sector activator because of
the many activities people do there.
Remember that movements and activities of
people is the best energy trigger for Feng
Shui.

2. lights, lights, plenty of lights
Because the nature of the living room is for activities and wealth
energizer, you need to shower the room with ample of yang energy.
Let the daylight in; create as much opening as possible and use
lightweight, semi-translucent curtains/ blinds. Do not use heavy
and dark colours for the walls; leave it light and bright.

li v in g r oom t o i t s fu l le s t po t e nt i al
3. storage solutions = no cluttering
Your living room will also house a lot of things: books,
toys, and knickknacks (especially for those with small
children!) therefore it is important to think of storage
solutions to minimise clutters and things spreading all over
the place. When you have limited space, it is also
important not to overcrowd the space with too many
bulky furnitures either to ensure maximum Qi flow.

4. placement of water features
Living room is the best place in the house to place your
water feature for a wealth sector activation. This can be
done through numerous ways such as water fountains or
aquariums. However calculations must be done to ensure
you place your water at the correct spot, and you can do
this through a professional feng shui analysis

5. good placement of tv / stereo sets
Having fabric as your coffee table
instead of glass or wood would
create softer edges and thus a more
feng shui friendly solution!

Similar to water feature, TV and stereo sets act as a wealth
sector activator. Therefore it is best to check whether you
have put your TV and stereo sets at the correct sector in
the living room, so that the energy it brings will be
beneficial to your wealth instead of disrupting your health!

7. Cure Bad QI

6. Colour scheme + materials
To c u r e y o u r e n t r a n ce , s o m e
effective ways are placement of
Your living room ideally should
metal decorative items, 6 rods
reflect your favourable colours
windchimes or bells at the outer
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Feng Shui cures at the entrance is
always a main priority for anyone
two to three elements through
who has bad sector here, be it from
selection of colours and
the yearly energy or the house chart.
incorporate a combination of

materials as seen at the picture
on the right

last note
Living room is indeed the key of your wealth, therefore maximise its
arrangements, colour scheme and materials used through proper
calculations of Feng Shui such as flying star method, combined with the
Bazi of the occupants to find out the best elements to use. Good luck!
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